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Welcome to SEADA training webinar,
during these webinars we will give you
an insight into the product, an overview
of the products key features, as well as
various examples related to the
product, followed by training material
and a live demonstration, we hope that
by the end of these training webinars
you’ll be confident in your ability and
understanding of the unit.

G4K Pro & GM9 Training Webinar - 14/01/2022 11:30AM - Click to Join
The G4K Pro standalone series video wall controller is the perfect solution for eye catching digital
signage displays with its ability to support audio and any degree rotation on each output. The GM9
standalone series video wall controllers consist of a 64GB on board 4K Media Player for playing both
videos and photos, one HDMI capture channel, scrolling text, two USB ports and one Cloud messenger
for sending the photos and greetings onto video wall, which means it can display multi contents onto
the video wall with Picture in Picture ability.

Find out more about creative video wall controllers on our website

SWPro & G Series Training Webinar - 28/01/2022 11:30AM - Click to Join
The SW Pro series video wall controllers are the most advanced solution available from SEADA
Technology. Based on cutting edge PCI express technology, they provide excellent performance and
flexibility for video wall applications, supporting video walls with features of KVM, input preview, on
screen scrolling text and so on. The G Series Video Wall Controllers are SEADA’s production range
enables the user to display 4K content on different displays, displaying on up to 8 displays.
The line includes: G88, G44 HDMI, G44 DVI and G24.

Find out more about the SWPro & G Series on our website
Email us: sales@seada.co.uk
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